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Therefore the assumption i) is reasonable for the liquid such as the valence 
electrons can be looked upon as free electrons and Born approximation is held. 

N ow we verify the quasichemical approach by using the eq.'s (1) and (2). 
The internal energy of the liquid is 

(8) 

Here, the kinetic term is omitted, because this term is not affected by "species". 
Sub tituting the eq's(l) and (2) into the eq.(8), we have 

(9) 

where 

UB= f~ ~¢BB . gBB · 4rrr2 dr, (10) 

WAB= f~ ~(¢AA · gBB+¢BB · gAA)· 4rrr2 dr. 

The internal energy E is the averaged value of those for all configurations of 
the whole ions. We have defined a species anew by using the corresponding 
radial distribution function in the last section, that is, the radial distribution 
function gAA, gBB are looked upon as the species A and B respectively. If we 
choose the coefficients a, ~ such as to satisfy a+,9=I, a and ,9 must show the 
mole fractions of the species A and B respectively. 

Otherwise this means that the numbers of ions constituting the species 
A and B are aN and ~N respectively. Moreover the eq. (1) must hold independent
ly of an arbitrarily chosen origin ion. Hence the number of different con
figurations of the whole ions must be N!/( (aN)! . (~N) !J. The energy E is 
the averaged value for all configurations of N'/(aN)!. (~N)'J. Therefore the 
partition function is given approximately by and the Helmholz free energy is 

_ N! -E/ kT _ 
ZN- (aN)! (.BN) r e ,(a+.B-l) 

F=E+NkT{alna+.Bln.B}. (ll) 
Substituting the eq. (9) into (11), we obtain the equilibrium condition 

where 

df-L°= k TIn fi+(a-.B)w = k T In -1 x +(1-2 x) w (12) 
a -x 

df-L · =f-LA -f-LB, 

f-LA=UA/ N, f-LB=UB/N 

W=(WAB-UA-UB)/N, 

and x is the mole fraction of the species B. The eq. (12) has the same form 
that Rapoport derove, and the assumption ii) is verified. 

General Treatment of Species 

The intensity of the diffracted x-ray or neutron-ray for the liquid described 
until in the last section is given by 
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a(k)=I+~ a~(gAA-l). sth 
4 1rrzdr 

+ N ,B \ (gB B-l) . sinh 41rrZdr 
V J kr (a+.B= I ) (13) 

There, we has treated the liquid as the species A and B are clearly distinguishable. 
In the present section, we treat such a liquid in which a difference between 
the species A and B is not so clear, that is, some ions belong to the species 
A and B simultaneously. If there are N c ions belonging to the species A and 
B simultaneously, the numbers of ions constituting the species A and B clearly 
become aN-Nc/2 and ,BN-Nc/2 respectively. The eq.(13) then becomes 

Na(k)= [N +~ NAaAA (k)+~ NBaBB (k) 

+-.l(NC+NA. aAA(k) + NB • aBB(k). Nc. acc(k) 
V acdk) acdk) 

(14) 

where 

and aAA(k) is defined as same as in the last section. Others defined similarly. 
The configurational entropy becomes approximately 

N! 
S=kln N IN IN I 

A · B· c· 

=-k(NAln ~A+NBln ~B+Ncln ~c) (15) 

for the same reason that has been said in the last section. As the number of 
the ions belonging to the species A and B simultaneously (Le.N c) increases, 
the eq. (14) becomes 

a (k)-+I+~acc (k). 

and the eq. (15) becomes 
S-+O 

On the other hand, as the number of the ions decreases, a(k) of the eq.(14) 
becomes that of the eq. (13) and the liquid in the present section becomes that 
in the last section. 

Discussion 

We has restricted the number of species to two, but the same treatment 
con be applied to a liquid consisting of more than two species. The forms of 
the radial distribut~on function and the pair-potential in this case become 

g=2J Ci gii, 

and 

1)I=2JCi l)lii. 
Ci is the mole fraction of the species i and the sum is taken over all species 
which have influences to the properties of the liquid. 

A species has a certain relation with the corresponding solid phase, but 
species corresponding to different solid phases are not always distinguishable. 
If distinguishable species exist in a molten metal, the influences must appear 


